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Brown lines represent connections within a region. Check the Military Operations Phase Each player determines if they are penalized for not performing enough military operations during the turn. I believe that this nation must commit itself to achieving the goal, before the end of the decade, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to
earth.” U.S., as a phasing player, he’s lost. Wherever a card claims that the player “winns” a victory point, this means that the VP score moves into that many spaces in that player’s favor, i.e. if the VP score is in space 10 (US winner) and the USSR player wins 2 VP, the score moves into space 8 on the VP track. Example 2: If the Soviet player played
“Brezhnev Doctrine” before, on the turn, he could play a 1 op OP card to make a required roll under ’Bear Trap'. Kennedy the Space Racecourse contains a scoreboard for each superpower. Cards that indicate a player may cause a “free kick” in a particular region to ignore the geographical constraints of the current definition level. Example: the US
player. UU. Play the Olympics and Defcon The status is in 2. Score cards can never be held. Sample Card Many cards have a Terisk following their event title. However, the main card player would be considered the phasing player for defon status purposes. If there is no influence at risk in the war, the player in the event still receives victory points for
success, and military operations are required regardless of success. Each player places their military operations marker in the zero space of their respective military operations track. This rule also applies to score cards. For le le ,ograbme niS .etnenopo us a euq n³Ãiger ase ne n³Ãiger al ed sesÃap s¡Ãm alortnoc y ,etnenopo us a euq n³Ãiger ase ne
sesÃap s¡Ãm alortnoc is n³Ãiger anu ed n³Ãicanimod al argol aicnetoprepus anu :n³ÃicanimoD .'anihC ed atejraT al' egile SSRU al ,arbo aremirp is considered played, and the card would be removed from the game after the USSR player’s round. Place Influence Markers “Everyone imposes their own system as far as their army can go”. To do this, play
a card with a value of Operations points equal to or greater than the number shown on the track you are trying to advance on. A player cannot be forced to hold a score card through the effects of an Event (s). Example: The American player has existing markers in Panama and South Korea. When placing markers in Turkey, the first marker costs 2
trading points. Events “Do you deny, Ambassador Zorin, that the USSR has placed and is placing missiles and sites of medium and intermediate range in Cuba? Players can examine their cards before displaying their initial Influence markers. The American player is placed second, placing a total of 25 Influence markers in the following locations: 2 in
Canada, 1 in Iran, 1 in Israel, 1 in Japan, 4 in Australia, 1 in the Philippines, 1 in South Korea, 1 in Panama, 1 in South Africa, 5 in the United Kingdom and 7 anywhere in Western Europe. The Victory Point Track The Victory Point Track shows a range of scoring possibilities from US-20 (USA auto-victory) to USSR-20 (USSR auto-victory). Realignment
Rolls Realignment rolls are used to reduce enemy influence in a country. DEFCON status is downgraded to level one, and nuclear war is triggered. All other cards will be used for events or operations. Finally, place the VP marker on the victory point track in zero space. The US player would still perform 2 operations, but the USSR player would not
get the benefit of the Event, and the card would not be removed from the game. It can’t be played again by your this turn. Realignment rolls are not considered military operations. A country is considered adjacent to all the other countries with which it is connected. ’The China Card' does not count for the hand hand Players can “break” a large
denomination into smaller denominations at any time. When you move from the Deck of War I to the Middle War, or from the Middle War to the Final War, do not add the discards to the deck – instead add the cards of the Middle War or the Final War (as applicable) to the existing deck and rearrange. The USSR player is placed first. Realignment
rollers are not subject to DEFCON geographical restrictions. If a card game triggers an opponent’s Event, but play of that event has been banned by a substitute Event card, the Event does not occur and the card remains in play for Operations Points only. To solve a hit attempt, multiply the Stability Number of the target country by two (x2). In the
event of a tie, the Headline Event played by the American player takes effect first. If the US plays a 3-Operations card, the requirement is still met. If a player has two or more markers in a country, place the largest denomination at the top. The DEFCON level starts the game at its maximum “peace” level of 5. Each turn represents between three and
five years, and will involve six or seven normal card moves for each player. The American player uses a 3-point trading card to place more influence. Therefore, the United States controls Turkey. Each card contains an Operations Point value, an Event Title and an Event Description. The player responsible for the status going to 1 (the Phasing player)
loses the game. Battlefield States Although most states have their names blank, battlefield countries work the same way as normal spaces, but they have special rules for scoring and hit attempts. One of the big design challenges at TS was .sotcefe .sotcefe sol sodot a necah ol etnemroiretsop sadaguj satrac ed senoicarepO ed rolav le neuqifidom euq
sotneve soL .acop©Ã al ed acitÃlop n³Ãicautis al ed y ogeuj led acin¡Ãcem al ed etrap amrof euq onis ,apam ed rorre nu ed atart es oN .eplog ed otnetni nu omoc ratnoc arap omoc otneloiv etnemetneicifus ol areuf on euq saicnetoprepus sal rop odigirid ocitÃlop oibmac le rajenam arap ollicnes ametsis nu Roll the array by a 4 and add its number of
operations (3) to get a 7. This is modified by the card revolts of Vietnam, giving the operation points of the player 6 of the USSR. Each region has its own “score card.” Example: The US player. UU. He controls Turkey and Greece and the USSR player controls Syria and Lebanon. Place the DEFCON marker in space 5 of the defon track. Countries may
be targeted for realignment more than once per round of action. Events that allow a free strike do not count towards the required military operations. Each player changes their die roll: +1 for each adjacent controlled country, +1 if they have more influence in the target country than their opponent, +1 if their superpower is adjacent to the target
country. Example: The US player. UU. He is heading to North Korea for realignment. The game of ’China Card' can never be forced by events or a shortage of cards during the action rounds. If either side controls Europe, that side wins when the European score card is played. Influence markers can always be placed in any country that is adjacent
(connected) to the superpower space of the stage player. However, it cannot place the influence markers in Costa Rica and then Nicaragua. The American player can place the influence markers in both Costa Rica and Colombia. That’s why the USSR player scores domain points. B. If the event is associated with your own superpower, or is associated
with both superpowers, it takes effect as indicated by the card text. These modifiers must be applied together, and may modify the ’China card'. Game Note: The player can also indicate the playback of underlined events with the numbered card reminder markers. The Place a total of 15 markers of influence on the following locations: 1 in Syria, 1 in
Iraq, 3 in North Korea, 3 in East Germany, 1 in Finland and 6 anywhere in Eastern Europe. If the Defcon level is currently at 4, the USSR player will win 2 Victoria points. The State of Defon Defon Defon nuclear tension in the game. D. If a player uses a card for Operations points, and thereby triggers a War Event associated with his opponent, his
opponent's Military marker is moved on the Military Operations track as directed by the Event text. Two historically neutral countries (Austria and Finland) are categorized as being in both Eastern and Western Europe. It would be placed in the discard pile to be reshuffled and possibly played later. Ordinarily, all USSR cards would subtract one from
their Operations value. Realignment Rolls We tried many variations on the rules for Realignments. Coup attempts and war events are Military Operations. At the beginning of the game, each player receives eight cards from the Early War deck. Controlling Countries Each country on the map is considered Controlled by one of the players, or it is
uncontrolled. Scoring cards may be played during the Headline Phase. Card Play Cards may be played in one of two ways: as Events or Operations. To receive the bonus +1 Operations point indicated on 'The China Card', all of the Operations Points on the card must be spent in Asia (including Southeast Asia). Ordinarily, a player will have a card left
over after the completion of all Action Rounds. Example: The US player plays a 3 Operations card to conduct a coup attempt in Mexico. When Operations points are played in a Coup attempt, or when a War Event card is played (e.g., Arab-Israeli War, Korean War, etc)., the phasing player moves his marker on the Military Operations track a number of
spaces equal to the Operations value of the card. Influence markers are treated like cash. Note: When playing a card for operations and it triggers your opponent's event, your opponent implements the event text as if they had played the card themselves. Play Note: Players may place a DEFCON Restriction marker in the region to serve as a reminder
that no Realignment or Coups are permitted. Deal Cards Each Receive enough cards to take its total hand-drawn size to 8 in Las Vueltas 1-3. Military operations required â € œConsorship? Players must create a Headline event, regardless of whether the event helps them or their opponent. Control: A superpower has the control of a region if it
controls more countries of that region than its opponent, and controls all the countries of the battlefield of that region. The phasing player is responsible for the state marker moves to Defcon 1, and loses the game. Normally, players will have a letter in their hand at the end of the shift. There are several ways to achieve an automatic victory in
Twilight Struggle: At the moment a player reaches a 20 VP score, the game ends and that player is the winner. The space race «We go to space because whatever humanity should undertake, free men must share it fully. There are two spaces on the map that represent the geographic locations of the United States and the Soviet Union. Special skills
are granted only the first player to reach space. Nuclear War: A player can also win at the time his opponent makes the level Defccon scope 1. The US player is lucky and takes out a 5 while the USSR player takes a 2 that Modify to 4. To determine what event is carried out first, look at the operations value of each letter; That is, its main value. The
Defcon state can never improve above 5. Asia also contains a subregión, Southeast Asian. The regional points of victory are noted by geographical influence over the six regions. Dotted red lines represent connections between countries from different regions. This is the number of influence markers that can eliminate from / add to mexico. Rounds of
action There are six rounds of action in rounds 1 to 3 and seven rounds of In Rounds 4 to 10. When reaching space 2 (Animal in Space), the player can play two charts from Space Race per turn (instead of the usual). If a player has no sufficient cards to take the requirement requirement Ekat Stinkve Riefht DNA's SWDAH 'DELK ERA SDRAFFRABL
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nalortnoc sodinU sodatsE soL .aporuE ne n³Ãicaenilaer o eplog ed sollidor netimrep es oN :4 The event on the discarded card is not implemented. The number of military operations required each turn is equal to the current defon state number. If both players select a scorecard, since their headlines, the US player. UU UU card goes into effect first.
Design Note: Being adjacent is not entirely a reflection of geography. -Winston Churchill The map is divided into six regions: Europe, Asia, Central America, South America, Africa and the Middle East. Place the Turn marker in the first space of the Turn Record track. Yes or no? Example: The American player has 2 Influence markers in Turkey and the
USSR player has none. In this case, the cards with an asterisk Event (marked with *) are returned to the discard pile, not removed from the game. This box should be counted as a space when adjusting players' scores. He can play a second card of the Space Race during his next action round. At the end of the round, you turn face up, ready for your
opponent to play. The result has no effect and the “Star Wars” card is returned to the discard pile. The USSR player uses an operations point card of 4 to place Influence markers. Regardless of the text on the card, a discarded Event to make a die roll to advance on the Space Race track is not implemented. It also meets the test of “at least one
country off the battlefield” through control of Haiti or the Dominican Republic. This table represents zero points, or the total equilibrium of the two sides. Achieving 20 VPs does not result in an auto win during the scoreboard at the end of round 10; however, Control Europe grants an auto win to the controlling player, regardless of the score
elsewhere. Me, too. E. The player who takes his action round is called the âPhasing Player'. Reveal the Hold Card During the tournament or competitive game, both players must reveal any hold cards to their opponents to make sure that all score cards ,n³Ãicca ,n³Ãicca ,alger ,otneve reiuqlauC .etnemaen¡Ãtlumis orto la satrac sus nalever es
,n³Ãiccele us ohceh nah serodaguj sobma euq zev anU .NOCFED ed lautca levin led etnemetneidnepedni otneimaenilaer ed satsil sal arap sodanoicceles res nedeup n³Ãiger reiuqlauc ed sesÃap sol ,riced sE .ogeuj le aetociob SSRU al ed rodaguj lE .adnor al etnarud neugeuj es card that refers to 'Europe' or 'Asia' includes the associated sub-regions. If
'The China Card' is passed as a result of an Event, the card is passed face up and may be played by the new owning player during the same turn. Any Coup attempt in a Battleground country degrades the DEFCON status one level (towards Nuclear War). Unless the headline event specifically refers to availability of operations points, neither player
receives operations points from cards played during the headline phase. He plays all points in SE Asia for 5 operations points. End of the Game The object of the game is to score Victory Points (VPs). If fewer Military Operations are carried out, the opponent gains 1 VP per unplayed Military Operations point. Thomas Power, U.S. Strategic Air
Command By the end of each turn, each player must have played a certain number of Military Operations. Events modifying the Operations value of a card only apply to one player. They can be played with separately or all together. If neither side has achieved victory of any kind by the end of turn 10, then every Region is scored as if its regional
scoring card had just been played (these new VPs are added to the current score). Example: The USSR plays the Central American Scoring card. Example: At the end of the turn the US player has spent two points in Military Operations. Every play of 'The China Card' counts as one of the Actions (6 or 7) that a player is permitted during a turn. Then
roll a die and add the Operations points on the card to it. The black lines indicate connections between countries and superpowers. However, despite being asterisked, the 'NATO' card would not be removed from play. In addition, place 'The China Card' face up in front of the USSR player. Note that cards played as Events with an asterisk (*) are
removed from the game when they are played, and are not shuffled into the new draw deck. Either player may play 'The China Card' as if it part of his regular hand. These rules were also tested by designers during the development of Twilight Struggle, but for various reasons were dropped on the way to publication³ n. When these cards are played as
Events, ³ put them on the side of the map or place their markers on the spin track, as a reminder of their continuous effects. If this modified roller is greater than the duplicate stability number, the hit is successful, otherwise it fails. At the beginning of the game, place the VP marker in the center of the graph in the box marked At Start. The winning
points awarded take effect immediately. Example 1: If the Soviet player has played Red Scare/Purge on the U.S. player, and the U.S. player played a card of 2 Operations for a Hit, the U.S. player only added 1 to his Hit roll for the value of the card, and received 1 point from the track of Required Military Operations. The phase player is the player
whose round of action ³ not currently being played. Defcon Status and Military Operations "ExtraÃ±o game. Bookmarks The game includes several bookmarks to help you play: Set up shuffle the Early War cards and hand out 8 cards to each player. At the beginning of any turn in which the DEFCON status is less than 5, Improve the DEFCON status
by 1. If you do not, give your opponent Victory Points. In all cases, when rules or cards indicate "improving" the DEFCON status, this means moving the DEFCON flag to a higher DEFCON number, while "degrading" means moving the DEFCON flag to a lower DEFCON number. -Joseph Stalin Influence markers are placed one at a time. Example: The
'Quagmire' card requires the US player to discard a 2 Operations card. VPs can also be received through the play of certain Events. The subregions have of the same colour. Cards There are 110 cards used in the game. Example 3: If the US player played ’Content' earlier in the turn, he could play ’CIA Created' later and use 2 2 When arriving at space
6 (Ã GUILA / BEAR has landed), the player can rule out his writing letter at the end of the turn when reaching space 8 (spatial station), the player can play eight (8) rounds of action per turn. Improve the State Defcon: If the Defcon level is less than 5, a one to the Defcon state (towards peace). These events can be played independently of the absence
of points of influence of any of the players in the attacking countries or defenders. Improve & Degrade. Some event cards modify the value operation of the following letters. Having calculated the relative victory points, 5 VPS for the USSR and 1 VP for the US, it remains the VPS of the Sovietics, and you move the VP dotted track a net of 4 spaces
towards Soviet victory . Letters can be played in two ways, such as events or operations. Example: To control Israel (stability number 4), a player must have at least 4 points of influence in Israel, and must have at least 4 points of influence more in Israel than his rival. The letter is placed on the pile of Descartes. Flip the Chinese card if the Chinese
card was passed upside down during turn, turn it on its back now. By reaching space 4 (Man in Earth Orbit), the opposite player must select and disclose his Headline event before the player with an â € ™ Man In Earth Orbit "Make your Headline event selection. Small poker chips, coins or wooden blocks can be used to replace in the case of a
scarcity of markers. Launches the die: If the number is within the range indicated in the destination box on the space racing track, move your marker to the new box. If the VP marker is at zero, the game ends up in a tie. Since this subtracts some elements of secrecy in the game, it is not necessary to use this rule in a non-competitive environment. If a
card game triggers an event lE lE .ecudorp es on otnevE le ,otnevE le ne adaserpxe n³Ãicidnoc anu odilpmuc ah es on o atrac anu odaguj ah es on euqrop esricudorp edeup on otnevE ese orep With the highest value of the owner has an effect first. Players alternate game cards, one round of action, for a total of six letters during turns from 1 to 3, and
seven cards during 4 to 10 shifts. The effects of these special skills are immediate and cumulative. The whole idea is to kill the bastards. Any coup attempt at a battlefield country degrades the state of defon. A complete Twilight Little game includes the following: A maps board Two sheets of bookmarks One Rules Brochure Two players Help Cards 110
Two dice cards 6-sided the game map "From Stettin on the Blank to Trieste in the AdriÃ Tico, an iron curtain has descended throughout the continent. " The markers of influence are open to the inspection at all times. The American player has no influence on mexico; The Player of the USSR has 2 points of influence. It costs two (2) points of operations
to place a marker of influence on a country controlled by the enemy. The Southeast Asian scorecard has an asterisk after the title of the event, and it is the only scorecard removed after playback. A country is considered controlled by a player if: the player has the points of influence on the country greater than or equal to the number of stability of the
country, and the influence of the player in the country exceeds the influence of his opponent in that country at least the Stability of the country. Number. When "China's card" is played, it is immediately delivered to your opponent face down. When a card is played as an operations card, the player must choose to use all the operating points in one of
the following options: Markers placement, Realignment rolls, coup coup attempts or a space race attempt. A shift on Twilight Llugers has the following structure: status of Defcon Agreement Cards Holders of the action rounds phase of military operations Status of military operations Reveal Card Revealed (Tournament only) Flip ’The China Card'
FREE GRANDE GUARD GLOTER FINAL PUNTORING (Tournament only) A. NOTE: All prizes V P (for both players) who qualify during a o The scorecard must be applied before determining automatic victory. Europe is divided into two sub-regions, Eastern Europe and Western Europe. This indicates that the effects of these events last the duration of
the game. If the control status of a country changes when placing the influence markers, the additional markers placed during that round of action are placed at the lowest cost. Exception: Space Race Track Special Skills and Certain Events can alter this limitation of a card, or advance the superpower marker on the space racing track. The blow tries
a coup represents the short operations of the war on a large scale to change the composition of a government of an objective country. Now subtract double the value of the mexico stability number (2x2 = 4) of this result to obtain a final total of 3. Operations points can be used to buy both markers of influence and rolls of realignation, at normal costs ,
but the markers of influence may not be placed in a country already directed with a roll of realignment during the current action round, and the realignment rolls may not be directed at the countries they have had in the markers of influence placed in them During the current action round. Design Note: The spacecraft is your 'Security Vail'. If you
have a card whose event is good for your opponent, and you do not want the event to happen, you can dump it into the spacecraft (as long as you have enough operating points to qualify for an attempt to move forward). If a player reaches the final box in the space race, no more cards can be spent in the space race by that player for the rest of the
game. When there are no cards that remain on the drawing platform, readjust all discards to form a new draw cover. Do not wait for translation! or not? "-Adlai Stevenson, United States Ambassador A player can play a card as an event instead of operations. The only winning movement is not playing." No influence is added to a country as a result of a
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RSSU PSIFI TSSELP EHT FLOWING TENEFAVER As a result, players can be more cards in their usual hand, if the "China card" is played. The Player of the USSR always takes its first action round, followed by the US player. UU If the American player steals one of his letters, for example, playing 'grain sales to the Soviéticas', the US player . UU does
not benefit from an operations value modifier +1 on that card. Example: The Player of the USSR reaches the space 2. The advance rotation marker moves the rotation marker to the next turn. All the actions required for each card must be resolved before the next player begins its round of action by playing a card. Exception: Markers placed when
required by an event are not subject to this restriction, unless specifically indicated otherwise on the card. They can be placed on the map in the event effect box. Five boxes on the spatial racing track are marked with two numbers divided by a bar, for example. The Lunar ORBITA has the 3/1 numbers. There are 3 points of influence of the USSR in
North Korea, while the US player. UU has none. It controls more Battlefield Paises (Cuba) and more countries in general. Each player pulls a die and the high roller can eliminate the difference between the rolls of the influence of his opponent in the target country. Try all the letters that remain on the drawing platform before reorganizing, except 4
and 8. Since the United States only has 1 point of influence in Panama, does not control it, and, therefore, do not control to the countries of the battlefield. Example: The US player UU uses the 'Guarabe-Israelã' card for operating points, also triggering the War Event (since he is associated with the Soviet Union player TICA). -John F. This event gives
the player +1 to all operations played in SE Asia. +1 VP so that Cuba is adjacent to your opponent’s local birth for a total of 5 VPS. The United States would receive 1 VP for presence in Central America, as it controls Guatemala. China’s role in the Cold War is abstracted through ’China China Neither player controls Romania and Bulgaria Influence
markers may be placed in multiple regions and multiple countries up to the number of Operations Points on the card played. The modifier is not transferable to their opponent by virtue of a card taken from their opponent's hand. Example: The US player plays the Red Scare/Purge event during the Headline Phase. Continue Reading The country
spaces that comprise a region share a map color. However, your opponent must have Influence markers in the target country for a Coup to be attempted. Several countries that share physical boundaries do not have connections in the game. If the US player started with only 1 influence marker in Turkey, the US player would not control Turkey. The
ignored discards remain in the discard pile for now, but will be reshuffled into the deck in the next reshuffle. Cards that are discarded (not permanently removed from the game) are placed in a face up pile adjacent to the draw pile. A player attempting a Coup need not have any Influence in the target country or in an adjacent country to attempt the
Coup. This card is considered 'held', and may be played in subsequent rounds. However, for his Headline card, the USSR played Vietnam Revolts. The result is the USSR player must remove one Influence point from North Korea. Advancing along the Space Race track results in an award of Victory Points, a special ability, or both. -"Joshua" the
N.O.R.A.D computer from Wargames. Final Scoring At the end of turn 10, perform Final Scoring as described in the Scoring rules. At the end of the war, if there are two Americans and one Russian left alive, we win". In addition to the Event taking place as directed on the card, the USSR player moves his Military Operations marker two spaces on the
Military Operations track. The phasing player always decides whether the event is to take place before or after the Operations are conducted. Every Region's score must Calculated before determining the final victory. certain.
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